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Now available in Paperback! Read the #1 best-selling roulette book on  Kindle for over three years

and counting! Roulette Rockstar is the riveting story of an unemployed man down on his luck. He

makes a last ditch effort to raise money by going to a casino and fails miserably. Fate steps in when

an old man sits next to him and reveals a simple Roulette Strategy that makes him thousands a day!

Are you using the same roulette systems as everyone else? No wonder youâ€™re not winning! Get

Roulette Rockstar and learn the hidden strategy that High Rollers use to win spin after spin! Go on

the roller coaster ride of a â€œrags to richesâ€• story and learn secrets that could make you a

Roulette Rockstar! Paperback version printed in FULL COLOR, loaded with illustrations and

pictures taken from inside a real casino. Get your copy of the cult classic today!
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I've been studying Roulette in the past two months. I have read different strategies online, and even

come up with a few on my own. Some of these overlap with the strategies outlined here.The book

explains three strategies. The first strategy gives you only 47% chance of winning with 32% chance

of getting just your bet back (on an American Roulette) and pays you one third of your bet when you

win. Not a bad strategy at all, and it's simple to follow.The second strategy gives you slightly over

84% chance of winning on an American Roulette, but it only pays an average of 1/8 of your total bet.

So, if you are betting $800, you (on average) get $100 each spin (The question is can you win 8

times in a row before losing all that $800?).The third strategy covers 63% of the board, and pays

half of your bet. Not bad, though I'm not sure about the benefit of the rotation. Each spin is random

and not dependent on the previous results, and therefore, rotating could actually make you



lose.What the book doesn't give tell you is what to do when you lose. Roulette is a Negative

Expected Value game, meaning that if you play overtime, you are bound to lose money, and you

will. As a matter of fact, it's still possible that the moment you apply any of the strategies, you'd lose

your money. Any strategy is a winning strategy, but only when you win. This book doesn't tell you

what to do when you lose. Perhaps, it's the knowledge that the author and Richard (the Roulette

master who taught him) decided not to share.It's a good book to add more strategies to your

Roulette arsenal, but don't expect that you'll become a millionaire from $100 just by following this

book's advice. There's more to Roulette that this book is not telling.

After reading quite a few books on gambling systems and methodology, I've come to find that most

are over priced and lack true information.Roulette Rockstar was not only informative it was

entertaining. There are three solid systems presented in a story about a guy that's down on his luck.

By chance, he sits next to an old man (a Roulette expert) that takes him under his wing.I don't know

if the story is real but that's not the important part. The importance comes in the entertaining way

that the information (and the system) is presented. I think that the author latched on to a great idea.

Although his system is solid by itself, it would probably only take half as many pages to present it on

its own. Instead, he wove a story around the system and manages to engage the reader

two-fold.For me, it was easily worth the price. In fact, based on some of the other (crappy) books

regarding the same subject - it's worth even more. The 99 cents (in my opinion) was a great value!

This is arguably the best roulette strategy I have encountered. I lived in Vegas for a few years, and

gambled daily. What I always enjoyed about roulette was that you were only playing against the

house, and didn't have to worry about what the other players were doing (like in poker) or trying to

keep an insane card count running in your head (blackjack). I also agree with the author's statement

about Rapid Roulette being the best way to play. I always got claustrophobic crowded around a

standard table, so the Rapid version gives a modicum of privacy and yet isn't fully electronic (I'm not

sure how "random" the all-electronic versions are when it comes to generating numbers).I've read

other books that promised a 60/40 edge over the house, but this blueprint, if played correctly, can tip

the odds to 80/20 (perhaps more) in your favor- now those are the kind of odds I like! I tested the

methods described here by the author in an online casino "free play" mode, and the results were

very consistent. I'm headed back to Vegas next month to visit friends who still live there, and I can't

wait to try this against a live croupier! With the pictures and illustrations and the website link

included, I give this book 5 stars.



I bought this book mainly for the Roulette Strategies and was pleasantly surprised how engrossing

the story was. I found myself rooting for the main character, who was really down on his luck before

learning the old man's secret strategies.

In theory the strategies give you a high percentage of winning, but I went to the casino with three of

my boys and tried this out and we all lost all of our money over time playing the systems, decently

quickly. In fact, now I question the casino as a whole with roulette thinking about magnets and other

forms of cheating because it was peculiar how badly the odds were not in any of our favors

compared to what our odds appeared to be on paper.Also, found strategies that are similar to this

book but actually better than these online for free.

Enjoyable to read, I always liked stories about the little-man that makes it big. Somewhat short

though.However this book should be looked at as pure fiction. Mathematically speaking all the

"techniques" are guaranteed to lose you money and highly exaggerated. While you may make

money at first, if you do not quit, you will lose it all. The reason is simple, you may win most of the

time, however when you lose, you are losing way more money than when you win. Also, looking at

the past numbers ON A SCREEN THE CASINO PROVIDES has no impact on future spins. If this

were true, the casino would remove a number every time it was played, the odds are exactly the

same every spin.
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